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Environmental Assess ment

Dear Forest Supervisor Jeffries:

On behalf of the Nez Perce Tribe ("Tribe"), thank you for the opportunity. to provide comments
on the Forest Service's ("Forest") Preliminary Environmental Assessment ("EA") for Forest
Management Direction for Large Diameter Trees in Eastern Oregon and proposed amendment to
land management for the Deschutes, Fremont-Winema, Malheur, Ochoco, Umatilla, and Wallowa-
Whitman National Forests (collectively "Proposal"). Due to the location, scope, scale, and
significance of this Proposal and its potential to affect the Tribe's Treaty-reserved rights and
resources, the Tribe requested formal Cooperating Agency status in a letter to the Forest dated July
7,2020, with confirmation of that status received via letter on August 7,2020. Since early May
2020, the Tribe has provided on-going input and discussions regarding policy and technical
concerns with this Proposal.

The Proposal focuses on changing Scenario A of the "Eastside Screens" wildlife standard'that
prohibits logging of all trees larger than or equal to 21 inches diameter at breast height ("dbh") in
areas where late and old structure ("LOS") is below the historic range of variability ("HRV"). The
Proposal also includes changes to the snag and green tree retention standards and guidelines under
Eastside Screens. The proposed action (old tree and large tree guideline with adaptive
management) is to replace the 21-inch standard with a guideline that emphasizes the recruitment
of old trees (-150 years old) and large trees (grand fir, white fir, or Douglas-fir trees 2 30 inches
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dbh or trees of any other species >21 inch dbh) in areas where LOS are below HRV. In addition

to the existing management direction, two other action alternatives (old tree standard and adaptive

management) are analyzed in the Proposal.

As the Forest is aware, the Proposal spans six national forests, including the Wallowa-Whitman

and Umatilla National Forests, that are located within the Tribe's aboriginal tenitory and are

subject to the rights the Tribe reserved, and the United States secured, in its Treaty of 1855.1 The

Proposal also encompasses areas coextensive with the Tribe's area of exclusive use and

o..rrpun.y, as adjudicated by the Indian Claims Commission,2 and includes areas of cultural,

ceremonial, and economic significance to the Tribe.

The Tribe considers the protection of its Treaty-reserved rights and resources to be a paramount

obligation of the Forest when developing and implementing this Proposal. The agency has

enforceable obligations to ensure that its actions, including this Proposal, are fully consistent with
the Tribe's Treaty and trust responsibilities to the Tribe under other applicable federal laws,

executive orders, and departmental regulations implicating the United States' unique relationship

with the Tribe.

The Tribe, as a co-manager of its Treaty-reserved resources, plays a leading role in the restoration

of fish and other culturally-significant, Treaty-reserved species on national forest lands. For years,

the Tribe has collaborated with the Forest, committing thousands of hours of technical expertise

and implementing millions of dollars toward habitat restoration on national forest system lands.

The Tribe also has a long history of engagement on the management and retention of large and old
trees and associated wildlife species including most recently on the Lower Joseph Creek Project

and the Draft Blue Mountain Forest Plan. Both projects sought to amend existing Forest Plan

direction to allow harvest of large diameter trees, but the Tribe objected to those proposed changes

because neither provided adequate protection for Treaty-reserved wildlife and other resources

important to the Tribe.

As the Tribe cautioned in its July 7,2020,letter, we perceived the Forest's schedule for the

development, tribal and public engagement, and completion of this Proposal as too aggressive and

unnecessarily expedited given the universal challenges posed by the COVID-19 health crisis and

the Forest's own policies recommending that non-urgent proposals be postponed or developed in
a manner sensitive to the constraints posed by the pandemic. The Tribe therefore asked the agency

to provide the Tribe and others with more than a 30-day comment period to facilitate a robust and

transparent review. The Tribe was therefore pleased with the Forest's decision to extend the public

comment period to October 13,2020.

The Tribe also requested cooperator status because we viewed the Proposal as potentially affecting
the Tribe's Treaty-reserved rights and felt cooperator status would not only provide the Forest with
access to the Tribe's unique knowledge and expertise, but would reinforce the agency's

I Treaty with the Nez Perces, June I l, 1855, 12 Stat. 957.
2 Nez Perce Tribe v. United States, Docket #175, 18 Ind. Cl. Comm. 1
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government-to-government responsibilities to provide the Tribe with full and meaningful pre-

decisional access to the Proposal, as required under executive orderso agency regulations, and

policies related to consultation and coordination with Indian tribes.

Following a careful review of the Proposal, the Tribe does not support the Forest's proposed action

or any of the altematives. While the Tribe appreciated the opportunity to engage as a cooperator

on the Project beginning in mid-summer, the Forest had already completed the proposed action

and altematives by that time; thus, the Tribe had no involvement in their development. Given the

Forest's stated commitment to honoring the Tribe's Treaty rights and other interests, the Tribe was

surprised and deeply disappointed to see that the Proposal fails to acknowledge the Tribe's Treaty

or perform the required NEPA evaluation of the Proposal's impacts on the Tribe's Treaty-reserved
rights and resources within the Wallowa-Whitman and Umatilla National Forests. The Tribe also

identified several other significant concerns with the alternatives and enviTonmental effects.

Given these material omissions, the Proposal is fundamentally flawed and requires substantial

revision. As explained in the attached comments, the Tribe has developed its own alternative
containing a standard that reflects the Forest's obligations to protect the Tribe's Treaty rights and

resources. As you will see, the Tribe fully supports management of LOS and recognizes, through
this new proposed alternative, that in some limited circumstances removal of specific large trees

to achieve management objectives is justified and desirable. As a Cooperating Agency, the Tribe
is fully prepared to help the Forest refine and analyze this new alternative which fully meets the
purpose and need of the Proposal while also providing the necessary protections to the Tribe's
Treaty rights and resources. We also look forward to working with the Forest to address the Tribe's
other comments regarding the Proposal.

Finally, the Tribe requests formal consultation with the Forest's deciding official before the agency

makes any final decision on the Proposal. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the

Proposal. You are welcomO to contact M arie Baheza, at (208) 843-2253 to schedule a consultation,
or Mike Lopez,,Nez Perce Tribe Staff Attorney, at (208) 843-7355 with any questions or concems.

Sincerely,

Chairman






























